
Chapter V 

Conclusion and Suggestion 

 

This chapter provides the conclusion of all the data finding that have been discussed in 

previous chapter. In addition, this chapter also provides the suggestion from the researcher to 

be considered by the reader, especially for those who interest for taking research study in a 

same field. 

Conclusion 

The conclusion was taken by the result of the study. It is found that there are three basic 

psychological characters that showed in the movie. They are anxiety, anger and hatred 

characters.In this research, Bryan dominant showed his anxiety and anger characters while 

Murad dominant showed his hatred characters. 

Based on the data finding and discussion, it can be concluded that first, the anxiety come 

because of the conflict between the force of id and the defense of the ego. That conflict threat 

the person because of the difference that arise between the needs and the want of personality 

of the person and the value in society environment. Based on Bryan’s case, it is show that the 

anxiety that happened to him is the result of conflict in his personality needs and the reality of 

his environment. 

Second, the point of anger itself is belongs to the system of psychology. Anger is include in 

process unawareness of psychological process with going out from process of something 

unlike. Anger that Bryan showed above is a psychological process that happened to him. For 

Bryan, that was an awareness reaction when he determined looking for everyone that 

participated in abducting his daughter. That was a normal reaction that happened to him 

because of something unlike that he felt.  



Third, a feeling of hatred is a desire to shatter the object that caused it. The person will feel 

satisfying if they success shattered the object that they hate. That is what Murad is going to 

do. He act as a hatred person who could not control himself showed the dominant of his id. 

As what Freud argued that id has an absolute power, egoist, occur in pleasure principle and 

there is no influence from reality and logic principle in id concept. That is associated with 

what Murad’s hatred character showed. He showed his egoist to do revenge and there was no 

one could block his journey for that. That is such a force from inside of his personality.That 

was show the dominant of his id that make him blind and ignore the reality that what is really 

happened. And also, the things that could be make him satisfy is doing revenge. A feeling of 

satisfying that he felt could be associated with feeling of pleasure that appear in id concept. 

Thus, it can be concluded that id is dominant in Murad’s character. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Suggestion 

This study provides some suggestions for the reader who interest for taking a research studies 

that talks about the psychological characters. It is possible for them who interest to conduct 

the research studies by viewing the psychological characters in society, it is to create new 

references in literature area. Moreover, this research still far from perfect work, thus for the 

next researcher is hoped to give and provide more references in conducting the next project 

research. 

 


